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Introduction

Methods

Experiment - Real Dataset

Motivation

PACS dataset
Source: Deeper, broader and 
artier domain generalization. 

ICCV 2017.

Hidden representation data:
● e : environment 

(background)
● y : label (bird)
● ze: spurious feature
● zc: invariant feature
● x : input (image)

Waterbirds dataset
Invariant - Birds; 

Spurious - Background
Source: Avoiding spurious correlations via 

logit correction, ICLR 2023

Empirical Risk Minimization already learn features sufficient for domain generalization:
● ERM            : train on training domains. 
● Linear         : train on training domains => Linear Probing on unseen domain. 
● End-to-End: train on training + unseen domain.
Evaluate on the unseen domain.

Main Issue: features in ERM can be arbitrarily mixed: spurious features are hard to 
disentangle from invariant features. 
Idea: low-dimensional (parsimonious) structures => minimal information retrieved from 
ERM solution from training domains by controlling the rank => avoid domain overfitting.
Hypothesis: spurious features have lower correlation with labels than invariant features.

Question: 
Can ERM benefit from rank regularization of the extracted feature for better 
domain generalization?

Answer: 
Yes, ERM with Nuclear Norm Regularization (ERM-NU). 
Nuclear norm is convex envelope to the rank function.

a : linear head
Φ: feature extractor, e.g., ResNet 50

NU can select a subset of ERM solutions that 
extract the smallest possible information for 
classification => reduce the effect of spurious 
features for better generalization. 

In-distribution (ID)/training: 
● x1 and y has strong correlation.

● x2 and y has weak correlation. 

Out-of-distribution (OOD)/unseen: 
● x1 and y has the same 

correlation.

● x2 and y change the correlation.

NU significantly reduces the OOD 

error rate, while keep small ID error.

Theorem (Informal; Linear data and linear model)
● The optimal solution for the ERM-NU has high OOD test accuracy. 
● The optimal solution for the ERM with/without weight decay has low 

OOD test accuracy (like random guessing).

Proof Intuition:
1. ERM will encode all features correlated with labels, even when the correlation is weak 

(logistic or cross-entropy loss). 

2. Larger correlation with label => stronger feature encoding.

3. When OOD has different spurious feature distributions => ERM fails (random guessing).

4. However, ERM-NU will only encode features that have a large correlation with labels 

(invariant features) => high OOD test accuracy.

Source: Domain-adjusted regression or: Erm may already learn features sufficient for out-of-distribution generalization, 2023

ERM ERM-NU

Experiment - Simulation

Objective Function:

  

SWAD: Domain Generalization by 
Seeking Flat Minima

NU is effective.

NU is broadly applicable.

  

NU is easy to implement.

  

Theoretical Analysis

Nuclear Norm Regularization is an (1) effective, (2)broadly applicable, (3) easy to implement 
method for domain generalization.

Take Home Message


